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Abstract 

3D modelling has been used to simulate the restoration of mining environments, mainly due to ease of use. However, this technique 
poorly models natural structures, such as leaves, coastlines, mountain systems, etc. Recent digital technology innovations have led to the 
development of fractal geometry software that reiterates geometric objects at different scales. Below we describe how this geometry can 
be used for environmental restoration and rehabilitation. We present a case study describing an application of fractal geometry to the 
restoration of a mined-out open pit. We conclude with a discussion of the advantages — mainly realism and the rapid execution time — 
of using this type of geometry versus 3D modelling for mining restorations. 
 
Keywords: Euclidean geometry, Fractal geometry, Landscape, Mining, Open-pit mine, Landscape integration. 
 
 

Modelo de simulación fotorrealística a partir de fractales aplicados a 
la restauración de entornos mineros 

 
Resumen 

A la hora de realizar las restauraciones de entornos mineros, se ha empleado la modelización 3D debido fundamentalmente a su facilidad 
de manejo. Sin embargo, esta técnica no obtiene buenos resultados cuando genera estructuras naturales, como hojas de árboles, bordes de 
costa o sistemas montañosos. Gracias al desarrollo de la tecnología digital en los últimos años, nace el empleo de software informáticos 
basados en la geometría fractal, basada en la repetición continua de diversos objetos geométricos en diferentes escalas.  
Este trabajo está constituido por dos secciones diferenciadas. La primera presenta el fundamento de esta geometría orientada a 
restauraciones y rehabilitaciones medioambientales. La segunda parte presenta un caso práctico de restauración de una corta minera. 
Finalmente se presentan las ventajas del empleo de este tipo de geometría frente a la modelización 3D en el ámbito de las restauraciones 
mineras, destacando su realismo y bajo tiempo de ejecución. 
 
Palabras clave: Geometría euclidiana; Geometría fractal; Paisaje; Minería; Corta minera; Integración paisajística. 
 

 
 

1.  Introduction 
 
Landscape is understood to be the perception or set of 

sensations (visual, auditory and olfactory) produced by a 
natural setting in which humans have or have not intervened 
[18]. Landscape protection policies exist at the European 
level whose origins lie in two conferences in particular: the 
1972 UNESCO World Heritage Convention held in Paris 
and the 2000 Council of Europe European Landscape 

Convention held in Florence. Both declare the landscape to 
play an important public interest role in the cultural, 
ecological, environmental and social fields [26]. 
Nonetheless, the lack of reliable and up-to-date information 
from the European Union related to the type, location, size 
and conservation status of natural and semi-natural habitats 
is an obstacle to implementing the Pan-European Biological 
and Landscape Diversity Strategy [19]. 

Skãlos and Kašparová [21] discuss — in relation to the 
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European Landscape Convention [26,12] and the case of 
mining — the issues of identifying and quantifying the 
values of what are called "ordinary cultural landscapes" and 
the associated loss of cultural memory, drawing 
comparisons with the landscapes resulting from farming 
activities. Uncontrolled and disordered growth of mining 
infrastructures and operations has altered the landscape 
resource, greatly affecting perceptions of mine 
surroundings. As a result of this habitat destruction [7], 
visual unity is fragmented in small regions isolated from 
each other [6]. A number of indicators have been developed 
aimed at assessing the quality of the landscape and quantify 
its ecological importance [19,26]. 

 
1.1.  Simulation of mined-out open pits restoration: 3D 

modelling and fractal geometry 
 
The social and political pressures to restore mined-out 

open pits has been growing in recent years. 3D modelling 
has been the technique of choice for simulating the 
appearance of an area in different seasons of the year 
through variations in the sun’s position and atmospheric 
conditions, determining how far water would rise in a flood 
situation and verifying that the restored orography and 
vegetation would be integrated in the landscape [8, 20]. 3D 
modelling is also used to study the behaviour of structures 
that are still in the exploitation-place over time. [32]. 
However, 3D models represent natural forms (coastlines, 
tree branches, rocks, mountains, etc.) using Euclidean 
geometry and so require vast amounts of data for detailed 
description and representation, not to mention the 
substantial processing time needed. 

Another type of geometry that would simulate more 
realistic models more rapidly is fractal geometry [4,13], by 
means of which the structure of objects is repeated in 
different scales (called fractals). This structure is generated 
by a recursive or iterative process that is capable of 
producing similar structures regardless of the viewing scale 
[16]. An irregular or fragmented geometric element can be 
subdivided into parts, each of which is approximately a 
smaller copy of the set [24]. General characteristics of 
fractals include the following: they have detail at all scales, 
they are self-similar, they have a simple algorithmic 
definition and the topological dimension is less than the 
Hausdorff dimension, which is an extended non-negative 
real number associated with any metric space. The 
Hausdorff dimension of an n-dimensional inner product 
space equals n. This means that the Hausdorff dimension of 
a point is zero, the Hausdorff dimension of a line is one and 
the Hausdorff dimension of the plane is two [14]. 

A number of works describe the use of fractal geometry to 
describe contours and surfaces in disciplines as diverse as 
biology, geology, physics, etc., to describe or analyse 
hydrological systems [15], buildings [22], landscapes [23], etc. 

Euclidean geometry, typically used for 3D representation 
of manmade objects (buildings, rooms, etc.), is based on the 
measurement of elements such as points, lines, planes and 
volumes that combine to form specific figures or shapes [17]. 
3D modelling can represent coordinates forming meshed 
structures wrapped by a texture. More complex objects are 

built from other predefined shapes such as cones, spheres, 
cylinders, tubes, ring, pyramids etc. via non-uniform rational 
basis spline (NURBS) curves [28-30]. This geometry is not 
able to accurately represent forms of nature, however. Natural 
phenomena like mountains, coastlines, river systems, clouds, 
leaves, snowflakes, etc. are best described and illustrated by 
objects whose dimensions are not expressed as integers but as 
fractions (fractal dimensions). Thus, a straight line has 
dimension 1, whereas a fractal curve has a dimension whose 
value lies between 1 and 2, depending on the space occupied 
in the plane and their relative behaviour [24].  

The Koch curve is one of the most common 
deterministic fractals [5]. Introduced by Helge von Koch in 
1904, it is an example of a curve that has no tangent at any 
point. Figure 1 shows how the Koch curve is constructed, 
starting from the unit interval (initiator). The central interval 
of length 1/3 is replaced by two segments of the same length 
at an angle of 60 degrees so that the generator length is 
increased to 4/3. This growth factor is associated with each 
iteration, with the operation repeated in each of the 4 
intervals formed, and so on. The Koch curve is the limit of 
this infinite process. The mathematical expression for 
calculating the dimension of a fractal is as follows: 

 
D=[log(Nn+1/Nn)]/[log(rn/rn+1)]  (1) 

 
where D is the fractal dimension, Nn is the number of 

fragments of size rn (the scale). 
If the fractal is definite, the length of the line approaches 

infinity while its area continues to be 0. The Hausdorff 
dimension for the Koch curve is D = log(4)/log(3)=1.26185, 
as it is self-similar, with 4 parts similar to the total on the 
scale 1/3. 

 

 
Figure 1. Koch curve generation process. 
Source: The authors 
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Figure 2. Cantor set  
Source: www.dma.fi.upm.es 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Sierpinski triangle generation. 
Source: www.dma.fi.upm.es 

 
 
The Cantor set (Figure 2) is a subset of points in the 

interval [0, 1]. Removed from the unit interval Io is the 
central open interval of length 1/3, where the intervals are 
I11=[0,1/3] and I21=[2/3,1],  and so on successively, until, 
in the nth step  we have 2n intervals I1n, I2n,..., I2nn of 
length 1/3n. Reducing the Cantor set by the factor r=1/3 
leaves just two equal parts, each measuring 1/2 of the 
measurement of the Cantor set. The dimension D of a 
combined set on the scale 1/3 is the number that holds that 
1/3D=1/2, i.e. the dimension of similarity (and also the 
Hausdorff dimension) of the Cantor set is D= log 
(2)/log(3)=0.6309297. 

Another example is the Sierpinski triangle (Figure 3).  
Removed from an equilateral triangle T is a (borderless) 
triangle resulting from joining the midpoints of the sides of 
the original triangle. In this first step three new triangles T1, 
T2 and T3 are obtained, each of which undergoes the same 
process. Thus, obtained successively are 3, 9, 27, 81, etc. 
triangles, each a copy at scale 1/2 of the previous stage’s 
triangle, with D=log(3)/log(2)=1.584962. 

By varying, in each iteration, the points of 
approximation, the distance (not necessarily 1/2) and the 
assigned probability in order to choose the apex, different 
fractals can be obtained, such as the Barnsley fern shown in 
Figure 4 [2]. 

It could be said that fractal geometry is the language of 
nature. Through the repetition of simple instructions 
(squeezing, stretching, removing, folding, etc.) complex 
forms and structures are generated whose dimensions do not 
have to be integers [9,10].  

 
 

Figure 4. The Barnsley fern. 
Source: Barnsley, 1986  

 
 
Undoubtedly, the most famous fractal is the Mandelbrot 

set M, defined as the set of complex numbers c of the 
complex plane C, for which the associated Julia set of fc is 
connected (Figure 5). Small perturbation of Julia set values, 
can cause drastic changes in the sequence of iterated 
function values. 

The escape-time algorithm is the tool used to 
computationally apply fractals. To obtain computer images 
of the Mandelbrot set, considered is a number N of order 
100. For each c of the window to be drawn — choosing 
increasingly smaller windows with greater zoom, as shown 
in Figure 6 — the terms of the sequence fck (0) are 
computed. If the N first terms all confirm that |fck(0)|<2, i.e. 
they do not leave the circle with center 0 and radius 2, then 
c belongs to the Mandelbrot set and is painted black. If, 
however, there exists k≤N with |fck(0)|>2, then the 
computation is halted for this c as it is outside the  
 

 
Figure 5. Representation of the Mandelbrot set. 
Source: www.dma.fi.upm.es 
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Figure 6. Enlarged Mandelbrot set. 
Source: www.dma.fi.upm.es 

 
 

 
Figure 7. First steps in generating an artificial terrain. 
Source: www.dma.fi.upm.es 

 
 

Mandelbrot set, i.e. it has "escaped" from the previous 
circle. If each number K between 0 and N is assigned a 
colour and if each number c is represented in the colour 
corresponding to the first K such that |fck(0)|>2 — i.e. the 
moment of escape from the enclosed area — then we obtain 
the typical images of the Mandelbrot set. The escape‐time 
algorithm is used in the fractal image generation [31]. 

Random fractals also exist, characterized by the random 
elements involved in their construction [25]. This kind of 
fractal enables simulation of natural phenomena. A fractal 
landscape is a representation of a real or imagined landscape 
produced by fractals [1]. Several approaches can be used to 
build this type of landscape, but one of the easiest is 
basically to divide the square where the landscape will be 
restored into 4 equal parts and then randomly displace the 
shared central point. This process is repeated recursively in 
each square until the desired level of detail is obtained.  

 

 
Figure 8. Grid of LxL squares (32x32). 
Source: www.dma.fi.upm.es 

This operation produces 5 new intersections, each 
assigned a random perturbance over the initial zero height 
(Figure 7). The process is iterated until a total of LxL 
squares is obtained (Figure 8). For each iteration the 
absolute value of the perturbance over the newly generated 
points is reduced. This is the factor that regulates terrain 
roughness; thus, larger reduction factors produce smoother 
surfaces and smaller reduction factors produce rougher 
surfaces. 

It is normal practice in landscape generation programs to 
set a threshold (sea level). 

The aim of this research was to determine whether this 
new modelling technique could represent an effective 
alternative to conventional 3D modelling for mining 
environments, in terms both of the realism of the simulation 
and the time investment. For this purpose, we performed 
fractal simulations of the restoration of a mined-out open 
pit. 

 
2.  Methodology 

 
The goal was to visualize the restoration of a mined-out 

open-pit mine and to verify whether the restoration would 
suit the terrain and flora of the surroundings and minimize 
impact on both the environment and the people living in the 
vicinity. For this purpose, the topographical map of the 
open-pit mine in .dwg format (Autodesk) was used. 

Using the AutoCAD Civil computer code we created a 
3D surface bounded by the outer limits of the .dwg 
topographical map and configuring a square mesh. With the 
UTM coordinates of the surface correctly georeferenced and 
scaled, the points of the surface were extracted in a mesh 
with a stipulated distance between contour lines, in this case 
5 m, and an angle between lines of 3.125o.  The procedure 
is described below for Autocad Civil 2010 and summarized 
in chart form in Figure 11. 
1. Topographic map: Start with the contour lines (.dwg) 

for the mined area in UTM coordinates (x,y,z). 
2. Generate the surface:  

a) Extract contour line points in ASCII code using 
the “ExtractPoints” tool. 

b) Increase the number of contours by linear 
interpolation. 

c) Save the set of points representing the surface 
mesh (Figure 9) as an ENZ formatted file. 

 

 
Figure 9. Appearance of the mesh of points representing the surface. 
Source: The authors 
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1. Convert to .txt format: Applying a geostatistical code, 
process the ENZ file further to improve surface 
definition using an algorithm for matrix smoothing 
between the points, with a number n (with a value 
between 0 and 100) inserted between points.  

2. Transform from .txt to .ter format using Global Mapper 
software, so as to be able to work with fractal 
mathematics in Terragen 2 Deep Edition (Figure 10). 
 

 
Figure 10. Uploaded .ter file in Terragen. 
Source: The authors 

 

 
 
Figure 11. Simplified diagram of the process. 
Source: The authors 

 
Processing in Terragen started with the loading of the 

terrain data (.ter) in the workspace.  The “node network” 
tool lists environment variables as follows: 
• Terrain height, colour and texture of vegetation cover. 
• Terrain slope: stony, angles of over 75 degrees, gneiss 

hue and texture. 
• Shading: moss shades and textures depending on terrain 

orientation and slope. 
• Substrate: mechanical erosion areas with gneiss texture. 
• Water: behaviour based on slope and relative heights. 

Flora 
To correctly assign the flora the application meshes had 

to be taken into account. Populations of various types of 
tree, shrub and flower species were inserted through 

application meshes that could be modified in terms of plant 
size and density. These objects had certain textures and 
colours characteristic of the vegetation they represented, so 
the layer of base colours (called shaders) was not modified. 
All the flora was taken from the Xfrog library [27] which 
has an extensive range of trees, plants and flowers that can 
be uploaded to Terragen. The native species Betula lenta, 
Abies grandis and Galium aparin were the main species 
chosen. The slopes of the pit were also planted with native 
species to improve integration with the landscape. 

Atmosphere 
To define the atmosphere visual field parameters can be 

added referring to fog density and height, sky line height 
and ambient light. Obtaining meteorological parameters for 
a particular period in the past (year, month, day, hour) 
enables the atmosphere for that particular day to be 
reproduced. The atmosphere introduced in our case was fog 
and, in another simulation, altocumulus.  

Lighting 
For lighting, which depends directly on the position of 

the sun, defined were the sun’s declination for day d and 
elevation with respect to the zenith for hour h. 

Water 
The water behaviour parameters are level, light effects, 

relative depth, penetrating light attenuation, roughness and 
wave effect. 

Given the characteristics of the mined-out pit, a 
convenient restoration solution from technical, 
environmental and socioeconomic perspectives was to 
create a lake, as water table characteristics permitted this 
quick restoration solution for a very small investment while 
equipping the area with a recreational facility: 
• Water level 250 m 
• Maximum radius: 300 m 
• Reflections: 75% 
• Transparency 10% 

Once all the environmental variables and objects were 
introduced, a point of view was selected so as to render and 
create the image of the terrain from that point. 

 
3.  Results 

 

 
 

Figure 12. View from the open-pit base on a foggy day. 
Source: The authors 
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Figure 13. Simulation of the unrestored mined-out pit. Note the grass and 
moss beginning to grow in the base and on the berms. 
Source: The authors 

 
 

 
Figure 14. Simulation of the unrestored mined-out pit after several months. 
The water level has risen to create a lake. 
Source: The authors 

 
 

 
Figure 15. Simulation of a completed restoration with lake. 
Source: The authors 

 
 
Specific weather and environmental conditions were 

simulated according to different sets of initial parameters.  

 
Figure 16. Simulation of a completed restoration with vegetation in the 
open-pit base. 
Source: The authors 

 
 
The renderings resulted in a high degree of realism in 

the simulations. Furthermore, starting with just the contour 
lines for the mined-out open pit, the time required was 
under 30 minutes, including a rendering time of 6 minutes 
(Pentium (R) Dual-Core CPU T4500 2.3 GHzRAM 3GB 
and Terragen 2.0 software). 

Different simulations of the restoration are reproduced 
below: a foggy day (Figure 12); if left abandoned (Figures 
13 and 14); with a lake (Figure 15); with vegetation at the 
base (Figure 16). The last two alternatives offered the best 
landscape integration. 

 
 

4.  Discussion 
 
The main advantages of fractal versus 3D modelling are 

summarizes as follows: 
1. Rendering time is shorter. 
2. Natural objects are better represented. 
3. Recursive procedures rather than equations are used 

to model fractal objects. 
4. Detail is good for all scales of observation. 
5. Models are easily generated with computers. 
6. Numerous parameters can be entered and varied 

rapidly and easily: 
• Terrain: roughness, colour, texture etc. 
• Water: level, roughness, wave effect, 

transparency, etc. 
• Clouds: size, distribution, density, etc. 
• Atmosphere: decay, colour, mean density, etc. 
• Lighting: direction, intensity, position of the sun, 

height, colour, etc. 
• Colour (for any variable). 

1. Photorealism or hyperrealism is achieved, provided 
all the parameters are well combined. 

 
5.  Conclusions 

 
Fractals are apparently complicated geometrical sets but 

actually require very little information for their description, 
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construction and exploration. The main characteristic of 
fractal structures is the infinite iteration of a simple process 
to create an object.  They are usually viewed as similar at all 
levels of magnification, whereas natural objects like clouds, 
mountains, lightning, shorelines, tree branches, etc. 
approximate fractals. 

Fractal mathematics applied using computer software 
can be used to simulate different mining environments 
rapidly and easily. The software allows many variables to 
be added to the model, resulting in high-resolution images 
that preserve the real forms of the terrain. This kind of 
simulation would not be feasible with 3D modelling due to 
the time required to introduce variables and the lower 
realism resulting from geometric shapes. 

Fractal geometry offers an effective and promising way 
to model quarries, open-pit mines and other mining 
environments and restored landscapes. 
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